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Abstract. We present ultrafast x-ray diffraction (UXRD) experiments on
different photoexcited oxide superlattices. All data are successfully simulated
by dynamical x-ray diffraction calculations based on a microscopic model,
that accounts for the linear response of phonons to the excitation laser pulse.
Some Bragg reflections display a highly nonlinear strain dependence. The origin
of linear and two distinct nonlinear response phenomena is discussed in a
conceptually simpler model using the interference of envelope functions that
describe the diffraction efficiency of the average constituent nanolayers. The
combination of both models facilitates rapid and accurate simulations of UXRD
experiments.
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A large variety of x-ray optics that can be used to monochromatize, focus and analyze the phase
of hard x-rays have been invented and realized. Many of them have become standard tools in
x-ray science [1] and some more recent developments include e.g. hard-x-ray interferometers
with microelectronvolt resolution [2] and nanointerferometers based on refractive lenses [3].
Of particular interest is understanding the manifold physical processes in solids on atomic
length and time scales for which hard x-rays providing a subpicosecond time resolution are
mandatory [4–8]. Several methods to modify the time structure of x-ray pulses or pulse trains
have been reported [9–11]. The concept of exploiting phonons in solid samples generated by
femtosecond laser pulses as an ultrafast gateable x-ray mirror [12] has very recently been
experimentally implemented using a layered nanostructure composed of the perovskite oxides
SrTiO3 (STO) and SrRuO3 (SRO) [13]. The authors observed a giant response of a particular
Bragg peak showing an intensity increase by a factor of 25 with a gating time of less than 1 ps.
The general mechanism was explained as resulting from the expansion of the metallic SRO
nanolayers and the concomitant compression of the STO nanolayers that consequently alters
the structure factor of the observed Bragg reflection. The artificial spatial layering period was
found to set the time scale of the transient gate and the measured diffraction curves could be
simulated rather precisely, however, a detailed understanding of the ultrafast x-ray response
required for purpose-oriented designing of nanostructures was lacking.

In this paper, we present a detailed analysis of the simulation of transient 2–22 x-ray
diffractograms of periodically layered epitaxial nanostructures, also called superlattices (SL).
We show numerical calculations obtained from combined results of (i) a linear-chain model
computing the photoexcited lattice dynamics of a given sample [14] and (ii) fully dynamical
x-ray diffraction (XRD) calculations. In the following, we refer to these combined linear-chain
and dynamical XRD calculations as LCDX. The predicted features of the transient intensities
of SL Bragg reflections—including linear and highly nonlinear responses to phonon
amplitudes—are interpreted by a conceptually simpler envelope model (EM) that merely
considers homogeneous deformations of the single layers. The EM already demonstrates key
features that lead to the distinct nonlinear XRD dynamics of such SLs. A comparison to results
of ultrafast x-ray diffraction (UXRD) experiments on two different SLs shows the very high
degree of precision achieved by the LCDX. The presented analysis will be very valuable
for the interpretation of UXRD data in general, and specifically for creating novel devices
based on such nonlinear phenomena that utilize the tailorable x-ray interference in artificial
nanostructures.

We test our numerical calculations by applying them to two different epitaxial SL samples
both composed of metallic and dielectric perovskite oxides. In particular, we consider the
previously investigated SL [SRO20/STO38]11 [13] and a SL containing the ferromagnetic metal
La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 (LSMO), namely [LSMO23/STO35]15. The index of each component represents
the number of perovskite unit cells per layer, and the overall index gives the number of repeat
units of the double layer (DL). This structural characterization of the samples was done by
matching 2–22 diffractograms with simulations utilizing dynamical XRD theory according to
the Darwin formalism [15]. Figures 1(a) and 2(a) show the XRD measurements (gray bullets)
and the corresponding simulations (red solid line) for SRO/STO and LSMO/STO, respectively,
without any laser excitation. In the following, we develop the EM that explains the particular
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Figure 1. Experimental 2–22 scans (gray bullets) of the SRO/STO SL. The
broken lines show the calculated single-layer envelope functions (scaled for
clarity), the black solid line is the DL envelope function (scaled by the number
of DL squared), and the red solid line is the resulting SL diffractogram of the
LCDX at (a) t < 0 and (b) t = 1.6 ps after optical excitation with a fluence of
36.8 mJ cm−2. The arrows mark the SL peaks considered in figure 3.

shape of these diffraction curves and provides a fundamental understanding of transient changes
upon photoexcitation by femtosecond laser pulses.

As the thickness of the individual layers in both SLs is much smaller than the extinction
depth ξ of the x-rays, the corresponding diffractograms are essentially the Fourier transform
of their electron densities. Figures 1 and 2 show the square modulus of the diffracted x-ray
amplitude AM(q) (AI(q)) for a single metallic (insulating) layer of the respective sample as a
red dashed (blue dotted) line. These curves match a sinc2 function (the Fourier transform of a
homogeneous slab), and we will refer to such curves as envelope functions. The width 1q of
such envelope functions is inversely proportional to the real-space thickness d of the respective
layer and their center position qenv encodes the average strain of that single layer. The envelope
of one DL, |ADL|

2
= |AM + AI|

2 (black line in figures 1 and 2) accounts for interference of
the complex single-layer amplitudes7. The DL envelope is scaled by the respective number of
DL squared. Clearly, it determines the intensity of the observed SL Bragg reflections since
the SL Bragg peaks touch the DL envelope in figures 1(a) and 2(a). In other words, the
observed intensity I (qSL, t) of a particular SL reflection at qSL can be estimated from the relation
I ∝ |ADL|

2. The SL Bragg peaks thus ‘sample’ the DL envelope at discrete wavevectors that are
selected by the Laue condition qSL = n ·

2π

dSL
= n · gSL, where gSL is the reciprocal lattice vector

corresponding to the SL period dSL = dM + dI and n ∈ N. The single-layer envelope functions
themselves have significant intensity only in the q-range around the bulk Laue conditions

7 To be precise, one also has to account for the phase shifts due to transmission through the top layer before and
after the reflection from the bottom layer. This effect is accounted for in the calculations.
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Figure 2. Experimental 2–22 scans (gray bullets) of the LSMO/STO SL
recorded at the EDR-beamline of BESSY II (Helmholtz–Zentrum Berlin). The
meaning of the lines and panels is analogous to figure 1, and the arrows mark the
SL peaks considered in figure 4.

qM/I = m ·
2π

cM/I
, where cM/I are the out-of-plane lattice constants of the metal and the insulator,

respectively, and m ∈ N.8 For materials with similar cM and cI, we number the SL reflections
as satellites to the Laue condition q (0)

=
2π

cav
= 2π(nM + nI)/(nMcM + nIcI) of the so-called

zero-order SL peak (ZOP) corresponding to the average lattice constant cav in one DL [16].
Here nM and nI correspond to the number of unit cells in the metallic and insulating layers,
respectively.

We can now use the above introduced EM to predict the general features of transient
changes of diffractograms after laser-pulse excitation such as presented in figure 1. The ultrafast
deposition of the excitation energy in the metallic layers of the SL triggers their impulsive
expansion [13] which shifts the red dashed envelope to smaller q values. The concomitant
compression of STO shifts the blue dotted envelope to larger q values (compare the envelopes in
panels (a) and (b) of figures 1 and 2). The magnitude of the envelope shifts is determined by the
amplitude of this collective, spatially and temporally periodic lattice motion also referred to as
SL phonon mode [14, 17]. As a consequence, the DL envelope function and thus the SL Bragg
peak intensities are altered. Eventually, the entire SL will expand within the time Texp = D/vSL,
where D and vSL are the total SL thickness and the sound velocity in the SL, respectively. For
small time delays t � Texp, however, the SL period remains approximately constant and the SL
Bragg peak positions qSL do not change [18]. Here, we exclusively focus on these short-time
dynamics.

The UXRD experiments were performed at the FEMTO-slicing beamline of the Swiss
Light Source (SLS), providing a time resolution of 140 ± 30 fs [19]. The samples were excited

8 In this paper, we exclusively consider the bulk (002) reflections.
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Figure 3. Relative change of Bragg intensity of (a) the ZOP and (b) the +2 SL
peak for the SRO/STO SL after optical excitation with different pump fluences.
The solid lines represent LCDX calculations. The insets show the calculated
SL peak intensities at 1.6 ps according to the EM (black solid line) and LCDX
(red solid line). Also, the contributions from individual layers are shown (broken
lines). The inset in panel (a) also includes the corresponding experimental data
obtained from the transients (bullets).

by ∼120 fs pump pulses at 800 nm wavelength where the optical penetration depths ξSRO ≈

52 nm and ξLSMO ≈ 90 nm generate an exponentially decaying stress pattern along the SL stack
that is correctly accounted for in the LCDX [14, 20, 21]. As an example, the gray bullets in
figures 1(a) and (b) show the measured 2–22 scans of the STO/SRO SL before and 1.6 ps
after excitation, respectively, encompassing four SL reflections (−1 to +2). We also recorded
the intensity of selected SL Bragg peaks as a function of time delay for different pump fluences.
The symbols in figures 3 and 4 illustrate the strong modulations of the relative intensity change
[I (t) − I0]/I0 where I (t) is the measured x-ray intensity at time delay t and I0 is the measured
unpumped signal. Here, it is directly verified that the maximum expansion of the metallic layers
of both the SRO/STO and the LSMO/STO SL is reached after 1.6 ps.

In the following, we discuss the simulation of UXRD data. We highlight the linear and
nonlinear response of distinct Bragg reflections of the two SLs, starting with the ZOP of
the SRO/STO SL. The DL envelope of the excited SRO/STO SL in figure 1(b) matches the
experimental SL peak intensities very well, if we assume a homogeneous SRO expansion of
1.3% for a laser fluence of 36.8 mJ cm−2. Only the +1 SL peak close to the substrate peak is
overestimated by the EM9. If we use the LCDX, we are able to properly calculate the x-ray

9 The overestimation of the +1 peak remains even if the complete SL including the substrate is simulated according
to the EM (see [13]). This discrepancy between the EM and the exact LCDX is thus due to the inhomogeneous
excitation density along the SL stack.
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Figure 4. Relative change of the Bragg intensity of (a) the ZOP and (b) the
+1 SL peak for the LSMO/STO SL. See figure 3 and the text for plot details.

curve of this particular sample at each point in time and for any strain amplitude. The resulting
red line in figure 1(b) shows excellent agreement with the experimental data at 1.6 ps, assuming
an average SRO strain of 1.1%.

The photoinduced structure dynamics discussed above lead to a strong decrease of the
ZOP intensity with increasing SRO strain, as can be seen in figure 3(a) [13]. According to
the EM, this is because the ZOP is governed by the steep flanks of the mutually departing
single-layer envelopes. The inset of figure 3(a) compares the ZOP intensity at 1.6 ps as measured
(black bullets) and as predicted by the EM (black line) and LCDX (red line). In addition, the
contributions of the metallic (red dashed) and insulating (blue dotted) layers are indicated. The
EM already yields very good qualitative agreement and illustrates the wide range of linearity
up to ∼1% average SRO strain. Notably, the LCDX precisely matches the measured ZOP
intensity at 1.6 ps (inset). Furthermore, it even accurately reproduces the recorded time scans
in figure 3(a). For the highest pump fluence, we deduce an average SRO strain of 1.45%
at 1.6 ps.

In the case of SRO/STO ZOP, the linear regime is intrinsically limited because at a certain
strain level the ZOP intensity has to vanish, which is indeed the case at about 2% SRO strain.
At this point, the first-order minima of both single-layer envelopes approach q (0) (cf inset of
figure 3(a)).

In addition to this trivial deviation from linearity, other nonlinear x-ray responses could be
identified. As seen in figure 1(a), the +2 SL peak is nearly forbidden in the stationary SL because
it is enclosed by the first minima of the SRO and STO layer envelopes [13]. Panel (b) shows
that this peak exhibits a strongly enhanced intensity at 1.6 ps due to the structural dynamics.
The inset of figure 3(b) indicates the highly nonlinear dependence of this reflection on the SRO
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expansion as predicted by the EM (black line). A small strain initially suppresses the peak
intensity as it completely shifts the minima of the single-layer envelopes to q (+2). Only above a
threshold strain of ∼0.5% does this peak attain considerable intensity, mainly due to the increase
of the STO envelope function (blue dotted line).

A comparison of the experimental transient intensity of the +2 SL peak with the LCDX
calculations presented in figure 3(b) again reveals very good agreement. As the SL phonon
amplitude builds up, the intensity first remains unchanged within the signal-to-noise ratio
of the experiment up to 800 fs, then rapidly increases to its maximum at about 1.6 ps and
subsequently drops back to zero where it again remains for 800 fs. This behavior is repeated for
the next periods with lower amplitude according to the energy loss of the SL phonon [14]. This
‘gating’ of x-ray Bragg reflectivity has an FWHM duration of .900 fs around the maximum at
1.6 ps. Although the EM covers all essential features of the +2 SL peak response (nonlinearity,
threshold behavior), the inset of figure 3(b) indicates that the EM predictions quantitatively
deviate from the precise LCDX simulations.

As a further test of our models, we present experimental and numerical results for the
LSMO/STO SL, including similar linear and nonlinear effects. In addition, however, a transient
destructive interference of the diffracted components of the individual layers is identified.
The 2–22 scan of the SL is shown in figure 2. Again, the ZOP of the LSMO/STO SL
is located between the individual envelope functions, however this time with interchanged
envelope positions of the metallic and insulating layers. According to the EM, this should lead
to an increase of the ZOP intensity due to approaching envelope maxima. This is confirmed by
the UXRD measurements reported in figure 4(a), which shows the response of the ZOP. The
corresponding inset reveals that the EM predicts a linear increase of the ZOP intensity at 1.6 ps
up to ∼0.5% LSMO strain (black line); at ∼1% it reaches a maximum and then even starts to
drop again. This non-monotonic dependence can again be understood by the two approaching
envelope functions which maximally overlap at an LSMO strain of ∼1% where they provide
the highest intensity for the ZOP. For higher strain, the ZOP intensity decreases as the envelope
maxima separate again. The experimental data at higher pump fluence in figure 4(a) are indeed
indicative of this behavior since we observe a clear plateau around 1.6 ps meaning that the
turning point has been reached. Once more, the LCDX satisfactorily simulates the data, although
the effects are overestimated and thus have to be scaled down to coincide with the experimental
data. The reason for this will be discussed below. The inset in figure 4(a) shows that the EM
(black line) qualitatively approximates the LCDX (red line).

In the case of other SL peaks, figure 2(b) reveals that the EM yields a crude underestimation
of the peak intensities for a homogeneous LSMO strain of 1.15%. We exemplify the underlying
mechanism by investigating the +1 SL peak of the LSMO/STO SL at q (+1)

= q (0) + gSL in
more detail. Figure 2(b) as well as the inset of figure 4(b) demonstrate that even though both
single-layer envelope functions predict a considerable intensity at 1.15% LSMO strain, the DL
envelope vanishes. This is caused by the destructive interference of the x-ray waves diffracted
from one LSMO and the adjacent STO layer. The experimental data in figure 4(b) indeed show
that for high excitation fluence the signal minimum of the transient around 1.6 ps splits up,
verifying the destructive interference and the implied non-monotonic dependence on strain.
The LCDX (solid lines in figure 4(b)) predicts the relative intensity decrease to be 50% larger
compared to what we measured, most likely because the XRD simulations assume a perfect
crystal lattice without any kind of disorder or interdiffusion. The simpler EM even predicts
a perfect destructive interference of the x-rays which is much less pronounced in the LCDX
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calculations since the true strain pattern is taken into account. Thus, it is not surprising that the
LCDX still overestimates the effect of the interference. A similar reason holds for the ZOP.

In conclusion, we have presented predictions of combined model calculations simulating
the transient strain field dynamics of photoexcited metal/insulator SLs and the induced transient
XRD response. We compare these predictions to various UXRD data taken on SRO/STO and
LSMO/STO SLs and find excellent agreement for both linear and nonlinear x-ray response to
the induced strain. In particular, we have theoretically predicted and experimentally observed a
peculiar destructive interference of x-ray waves in an LSMO/STO SL and a highly nonlinear
response in an SRO/STO SL. The observations are interpreted by means of a simpler EM
connecting the overall x-ray response to the structural dynamics of the individual layers. The
EM correctly covers all transient features and often allows quantitative estimations. For precise
simulations, the LCDX has to be evaluated. The presented findings emphasize that UXRD
experiments can be accurately interpreted to reveal the transient structural dynamics of epitaxial
crystals on subpicosecond time scales. They will open paths for simulation-based design of
future ultrafast x-ray devices exploiting such nonlinear or interference phenomena that can be
tailored into the nanostructures.
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